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Agenda

• Exercise #1

• Introduction to CBE and PLA

• PLA in-depth

• CBE in-depth with program examples

• Commonalities and Differences

• The Continuum and All in the Family

• Exercise #2

• Q&A/Discussion



What can you expect?
This workshop will help you acquire these 
competencies:

1. Can describe the intersection of CBE, CBA 
and PLA

2. Can differentiate between the attributes of 
CBE, CBA and PLA for complementing 
and enhancing academic programs

3. Can discuss the various types of PLA/CBE 
models now in use in the U.S.
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Exercise #1
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PLA and Competency-

Based Education

• Been around since the 1970s

• Huge surge of interest recently

• Promotes adult degree completion 
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Both CBE and PLA serve busy adults

• Lots of life and career experiences

• Self-motivated

• Multiple commitments such as family, 

work, and community

• Budget conscious

• In a hurry

• Career-focused
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Why are they popular now?  
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Factors leading to renewed interest:
• National concern about rising costs and 

accountability in higher education
• Employers’ changing work force needs and their concerns 

about college grads’ preparation – Colleges are concerned about high 
school grads’ preparation.

• National push for degree completion

• New innovations and technology

• Interdependent  world, changing demographics, economic 
challenges

• Growing interest in articulating what does a college 
degree really means?
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Credit Hours = Learning?

“In an era when college degrees are 

becoming simultaneously more 

important and more expensive, 

students and taxpayers can no longer 

afford to pay for time and little 

evidence of learning.”
• Amy Laitinen, “Cracking the Credit Hour” September 

2012, New America Foundation and Education Sector
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Prior Learning 
Assessment is 
the process for 
evaluating 
knowledge 
and skills to 
award college 
credit for 
learning from: 

What is Prior Learning 

Assessment? (PLA)

Independent

Study

Training Courses 

and/or Certifications

Military and Volunteer 

Service

On-the-job training

Work Experience



Prior to What?

• Although the term PLA 
references prior learning, 
the prior is a misnomer, 
since any existing learning 
that is acquired outside of 
the institution may be 
assessed through PLA. 
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The Variety of PLA Methods

Industry 
Recognized 
Certificates

Evaluated 
Non-College 

Training 
including U.S. Military

Standardized 
Tests and 
Challenge 

Exams

Student 
Portfolios

College 

Credit, 

College 

Completion



Research Tells Us Credit for 

Lifelong Learning and 

Competencies Helps

Students are More Likely to 

Persist to Graduation!



PLA as an institutional strategy

• Wraps around existing academic programs

• Requires professional development for all faculty 

and staff dealing with adult students

• Fits well with course-based credit hour courses and 

self-paced competency programs

• Provides multiple pathways to credit hours and/or 

academic progression

• Research-based 
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Competency-
Based 
Education 
measures what 
students have 
learned and 
can do (in 
terms of 
defined 
competencies) 
leading to a 
personalized 
academic plan. 

What is Competency-Based 

Education (CBE)?

Independent

Study

Progress as competencies 

are demonstrated

Assignments and 

Assessments

Demonstrate Skills

Very often linked 

to industry 

standards



CBE

May be self-
paced

Show what you 
know and can do

Personalized 
content and 

pathways

Prior learning 
counts

Employer Input

Supported with 
resources and 

coaching 

Assessment is 
critical

Well-defined 
learning

Progress 
measured by 

mastery 

Elements of Competency-Based Education
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CBA

Personalized

Show what you 
know and can do

Focus on 
outcomes not 

inputs

Prior learning 
counts

Time may not be 
a factor, but a 

variable

Gateway to 
learning

Separate from 
instruction

Well-defined 
and focused

Progress 
measured by 

mastery 

Elements of Competency-Based Assessment
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The Variety of CBE Models

Competency-based 
Applied Programs

Certificates, AAS

Hybrid CBE
Tied to credit hours and semesters

Direct 
Assessment
No credit hours,       
Self-paced

College

Completion



Competency-Based 

Education

• Measures what students learned, not 
how much time spent in a classroom

• Instruction customized to meet 
students where they are

• Does not need to be based on the 
credit hour

• Many CBE programs include PLA
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What is the Difference 

between CBE and PLA?

• They are not the same

• But are based on the same 
principles

• In practice, they are ideal 
companion tools to help 
adults complete degrees 
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Examples of CBE Programs

• Excelsior College since the 1970s

– Some students have completed entire degrees by 

taking exams

• Western Governors University since 1997

– 67,000 students, Educ., IT, Business, Healthcare

• Southern New Hampshire University College for 

America since 2013

• Brandman University, launched Summer 2014
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Austin Community College CBE
• APT – Accelerated Programmer Training

• National Instruments recruits from this program for 
internships and permanent positions

• CBE participating students can earn an AAS in 
Computer Programming degree, a certificate, 
or Marketable Skills awards in their chosen 
discipline.

• Targets unemployed, students who cannot progress 
at work without degrees, and veterans returning to 
the workforce
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Salt Lake City Community College CBE
• SAT (School of Applied Technology) CBE enables students to 

progress in school by demonstrating what they know and can 
do. It shortens instruction time through assessments that 
prove student skills and knowledge to earn a certificate.

• Skills and knowledge that qualify toward a Certificate of 
Completion or Certificate of Proficiency or a Certificate of 
Achievement can include prior coursework, on-the-job 
training, military training or other life and work experiences.

• A faculty member measures student progress through 
completion of assigned activities and assessments, and the 
student is required to meet in-person, weekly with that 
faculty member.
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Texas Affordable Baccalaureate  

(TAB) Program

• Created CBE program in collaboration 

with Texas A&M University-Commerce, 

South Texas College, Texas Higher 

Education Coordinating Board, and 

College for All Texans Foundation, along 

with funding from EDUCAUSE Next 

Generation Learning Challenges grant.
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What CBE and PLA 

Have in Common

A common philosophy

• Value what a student knows 

and is able to do, regardless 

of how or where the student 

learned it
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What CBE and PLA 

Have in Common
Shared Approach to Learning 

Assessment

• Clearly defined learning outcomes

• Uniform process of assessment 

against pre-determined criteria

• Personalized learning
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What CBE and PLA 

Have in Common

Operational compatibility, existence on a 
continuum

• Most CBE programs integrate some form 
of PLA in order to recognize extra-
institutional learning

• PLA can be a gateway to a CBE program 
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PLA and CBE in Theory
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Time Fixed

Learning Variable
X



So what is the difference?
PLA
• Still primarily course-

based and complements
academic programs 
(Portfolio assessment can be competency-based)

• PLA is student-initiated, 
independent based on 
learning outside of the 
academy

CBE

• May be organized by 
courses and/or a series of 
standalone competencies 
leading to the degree.

• CBE is a program; with a
team supporting the 
student, inside of the 
academy
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The Continuum

30

Course and 
credit-based 
program

(Traditional)

Course-based 
+ PLA

Hybrid CBE + 
PLA

(Still organized by 
courses/credit 
hours)

Direct 
AssessmentNot Competency-

Based

Partly or Wholly 

Competency-

Based

Wholly Competency-Based



The Continuum
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Course- and Credit-
Based Program

- No PLA or CBE

- Credit only awarded for 
learning within a college 
classroom or learning 
experiences overseen by 
college faculty

Course-Based
+ PLA

- PLA shifts course-based 
programs towards CBE

Hybrid CBE + PLA

- CBE offered in credit format 
with multiple pathways to 
degree

-PLA is integral to this model

- Follows the traditional 
academic calendar and pricing

Direct Assessment

- Student progresses only by 
successful demonstration of 
competencies through 
program-designed assessments

-PLA is not a feature of these 
programs

- Does not follow the 
traditional academic calendar 
and pricing structure

Not Competency-

Based

Least Flexible

Partially or Wholly 

Competency-based

Wholly Competency-based

Most Flexible Moderately Flexible



Assessment
What a student 

knows and can do

PLA Exams, 

Evaluated-Training and 
Education Programs, 

Portfolios, and 
Demonstrations

CBE 
Assignments, Projects, 
Demonstrations, Tests
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All in the 

Family



Union University  (TN)
• PLA plus degree completion program uses 

LearningCounts portfolio assessment service

• 81 assessed portfolios (2-year period)

• Average of 2.4 portfolios per student (or six 
credit hours per student) with an 81% success 
rate

• Information Systems, Business/Management, 
Hospitality, Human Resource Management, and 
Healthcare
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Davenport University (MI)

• The Competency-Based MBA (CMBA) program uses direct assessment 
of student competency, as opposed to traditional seat time or credit 
hour courses, to measure specific content knowledge and skills.

• Students progress at their own pace toward the completion of their 
degree in an average of 20 months.

• With transfer credits and credit for prior learning, students can 
progress more quickly to complete their degree in as little as 12 
months.

• The program is comprised of 14 Professional Competencies and 1 
Career Effectiveness Competency accessed through 84 content 
modules that align with key abilities employers expect from MBA 
graduates.
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UW Flexible Option (University of Wisconsin System)

• Offers an Associate of Arts and Science 

that fulfills the general education 

breadth requirements system-wide

• Certificates are also available

• Students can earn credit for prior 

learning 

• Personalized support

• Monthly starts
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Exercise #2
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• Adult learners need both PLA and CBE 
approaches to accelerate their progress

• PLA and CBE are complimentary — they 
stem from a common philosophy

• Both have a shared approach to the 
assessment of learning

• There are many approaches along the 
continuum, with different levels of 
flexibility

Key TakeawaysKey Takeaways
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Key Takeaways
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Connect with CAEL

Email: cael@cael.org

CAEL Website: www.cael.org

Like us: www.facebook.com/CAELnews

Follow us: www.twitter.com/CAELnews

Join us: http://linkd.in/wsUnxh

Watch us: www.youtube.com/caelchicago
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Thank You!
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